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ABSTRACT

When the electric current in a low pressure arc with a

long positive column is increased sufficiently, an electro-

static instability develops in the plasma which leads to

formation of thin space charge layers across the column.

The instability is investigated in a mercury plasma column

kept axially homogeneous by a special technique. Values of

some plasma parameters are measured at the instability

threshold. It is found that the plasma is in a weakly

ionized state in contrast to predictions by widely accepted

current limitation theories. It is concluded that new types

of theories are required to explain the observations.



INTRODUCTION

Current limitation or current chopping in low pressure arcs

is an old problem in gas discharge physics which is not yet

understood. For sufficiently large arc currents current fluc-

tuations with large amplitudes appear, and attempts to sta-

bilize the current by the external circuit immediately lead

to overvoltage surges with amplitudes of many kilovolts.

The duration of an individual voltage surge may be ten ion

plasma periods or more, and the problem is: what processes

in the arc can so drastically decrease the current carrying

capacity for such long times? Current chopping has also

been observed in magnetically confined low density plasmas,

and we are now investigating this phenomenon in magnetized

columns. However, in this paper we shall report some unpub-

lished investigations of an ordinary low pressure arc with

a long positive column.

Formation of space charge layers in the positive column

Our interest in current chopping is based on a new and in-

teresting aspect of this phenomenon, which has been demon-

strated in earlier experiments with mercury and argon arcs

(Alfvén and Carlqvist (1), Babi6 and Torvén (2) and Torvén

and BabiS (3)). The voltage drop during an individual over-

voltage surge was found to be concentrated to a thin space

charge layer formed across the plasma column. The layer is

on both sides surrounded by a plasma with small axial fields

only. Since the plasma Debye length was of the order of

0.1 mm or less in these experiments, the internal structure

of the layer could not be studied, but only the voltage drop

between the plasmas on both sides of the layer could be

measured.

When large current fluctuations are permitted by using an

external circuit more like a constant voltage source, we

have found that sharply localized electric fields in layers

still appear. However, here the potential drop over the

layer is small, and we believe that the main feature of the

layer is the development of a local potential minimum which

causes current chopping by reflection of electrons.



A very interesting possibility is that the final state of

the tii» development of an electrostatic instability (cf.

below) under certain circumstances can be a space charge

layer instead of wide spread turbulence as usually assumed.

Space charge layers are also of interest in connection with

phenomena such as solar flares and acceleration of aurcral

particles in the ionosphere.

Type of instability

As has been shown elsewhere (Torvén and Babic (3)> the layer

formation is associated with an ion sound instability. When

the discharge current was increased to a certain level in

a stationary discharge, snail fluctuations in the positive

column grew in amplitude sinuItaneously as they propagated

towards the anode with the ion sound speed. In this state

a minute increase of the current led to layer formation in

the region of the column where propagating pulses were ob-

served .

A stability analysis would require knowledge of the ion and

electron velocity distributions. Preliminary investigations

indicate that these differ appreciably from Maxwellian distri-

butions as expected. Here we shall restrict ourselves to a

determination of some important plasma parameters at the

onset of instability to get a first information about the

unperturbed plasma state.

Technical applications

Recently current limitation has attracted some attention in

connection with noble gas ion lasers which in many cases

have their optimum working conditions close to the instabi-

lity threshold.

Another possible application is the use of a current limited

arc as a fast current switch at high voltages. Such a switch

is a basic component in current limiting devices for high

powers which seem to become of increasing importance for

today's electric power systems due to the rapid growth in



short circuit levels. In such an application one makes use

of the very large difference in burning voltage and break-

down voltage for an appropriately designed arc at low pres-

sures. When space charge layers are excited in the column,

a spontaneous deionization process starts in the plasma if

the tube voltage is limited to not too large values for some

ten us. Then complete deionization and arc extinction takes

place.

VALUES OF SOME PLASMA PARAMETERS AT THE ONSET OF INSTABILITY

Discharge device and diagnostics

The arc was burning between a watercooled mercury-molybdenum

cathode and a watercooled anode (Figure 1). The mercury va-

pour pressure could be regulated by varying the wall tempe-

ratures of the cathode tank and another mercury reservoir

at the anode. The glass tube between the tank and the anode

had tapers at the ends. The part with uniform cross section

between C and A confined the investigated plasma column.

Controle of axial gradients. In this type of discharge tran-

sport phenomena due to the electric current give rise to

axial inhomogeneities which complicate the interpretation

of measurements. We have found that the only way to keep

the plasma column axially homogeneous with respect to a

particular parameter is to balance the gas pressures in the

two reservoirs for every discharge current until the chosen

parameter assumes the same values at C and A. When this pro-

cedure is adopted, the tube end geometries are of little

significance, and we have reproduced the results presented

here in tubes with other end geometries (Babié and Torvén

(2)).

Mass flux probes. These probes, which have been described in

detail elsewhere (Torvén and Babic (4)) were used to keep

the total mass fluxes to the wall equal at C and A. The probe

consisted of an ionization gaug.2 placed in a side tube. This

was connected to the column by a number of apertures (dia-

meters 0.18 mm) drilled in a thin metal plate which replaced

the tube wall over a circular patch of diameter 2 mm. The



side tube will receive the sum of the ion flux (#. ) and

the neutral flux (# ), and in the steady state a neutral

atom density N builds up in the side tube so that
i It

N(kT/2wm) = * i w+* n w- Here T is the temperature of the

side tube walls, k Boltzmann's constant and m the ion mass.

The probes can also be used to determine the ion flux. With

sufficient positive potential applied to the metal plate

no positive ions will pass the apertures, and a new acorn
1/2

number density Np builds up so that Nr(kT/2inn) = $nw-

Thus the ratio $. /($ +<>•,.) can be determined by two pres-
•Xwf ilW AwF

sure readings.

In practice these formulas must be corrected for the finite

thickness of the metal plate.

Microwave cavity and Langmuir probes. These were used to

determine electron number densities and electron temperatures.

Measurements

An arc voltage-current characteristic measured by an xy-

recorder is shown in Figure 2. The current was increased in

small steps, and for every current the gas reservoir pres-

sures were balanced until the total wall mass fluxes at C

and A were equal. We shall express the total flux at the wall

as a pressure by relating it to the flux across unit area

in isotropic mercury vapour at 295 K. In the case shown in

Figure 2 the flux corresponded 0.66 mTorr.

Even with this pressure balancing procedure a small inhomo-

geneity remained because the probe at B (Figure 1) always

showed a value between 5 and 10% smaller than those at C

and A. Too, the electron number density showed a weak mini-

mum in the middle of the column. Due to this minimum the

layers were always formed close to the point B because we

have found that layers tend to form at positions where the

electron number density is smallest and accordingly the

electron drift largest.



Definition of the instability threshold. A normal dc-arc

existed for currents up to 8.8 A (point b, Figure 2). How-

ever, for this current characteristic anode voltage fluc-

tuations in the foras of wave trains appeared. Their amplitude

was about 5 V and their duration typically 50 ys. These wave

trains were caused by an ion sound instability (Torvén and

Babic (3) which developed close to point B (Figure 1).

Voltage pulses grew in amplitude and width as they propagated

towards the anode with the ion sound speed.

A further increase of the current by a few tenth of an amp.

led to formation of layers with life times of some ten ys.

In the region be of the arc characteristic the layers formed

at somewhat different positions at different times. However,

after the spontaneous transition from c to d (Figure 2) the

voltage drops during the anode voltage fluctuations were con-

centrated to layers formed at the same position in space

every time, and there a sharp boundary could be observed.

The ion sound instability marks the limit between the sta-

tionary axially homogeneous column and the strongly inhomo-

geneous column with fluctuating space charge layers. At this

threshold of instability we have measured the ratio of the

positive ion flux and the total mass flux at the wall. This

important quantity is given in Table 1 for some different

TABLE 1. Experimental Values at the Instability Threshold of
the Ratio between the Ion Flux and the total Mass
Flux at the Wall (\|>. /> ) for different Gas Pressures
(p). Tube radius 1 cin,

pR (mTorr cm) 0.42 0.51 0.66 0.82 0.96

*iw^*w (*iw froin the mass °'09 Owl1 °"14 °*15 °'16

flux probes)

*iw^w ^*iw f r o m t n e L a n8" °«08 °'10 0.11 0.13 0.14

muir probes)

Discharge Current (Amps) 5.5 6.9 8.8 10.4 11.5



values of the total flux (expressed as a pR-value). For

every pressure the development of the instability could be

reproduced as described above.

In the next section we shall use these measurements to test

recently developed theories for positive columns at high

current densities.

DISCUSSION

We shall use the measured values of ••„/•„ "to estimate the

ionization mean free path for the neutral atoms, X^. For this

purpose we can use a calculation by Stangeby and Allen (5)

who gave •.;„/•-. as a function of X./R. In Figure 3 we give
i wf Vtf 1

$. /$ as a function of R/X- which is more suitable in this

case. Here X.=c/<o-v >n where c is the average speed of the

neutral atoms, a- the ionization cross-section, vg the

electron velocity, and n the electron number density averaged

over the tube cross-section.

From Table 1 and Figure 3 one immediately finds that R/X. is

of the order of 0.1 or smaller, which implies an ionization

degree of the order of 1%. We also see that the ion flux does

not assume the saturation value $. cc ij> which has been sug-

gested by some authors as a current limitation mechanism

(Allen and Thonemann (6), Allen et al. (7), Stangeby and

Allen (5)).

Comparison with theory

Here we shall compare R/Xi obtained from Table 1 and Figure 3

with R/X^ obtained from Stangeby's and Allen's model at their

current limit. The number of ions produced per unit volume

and unit time is given by <<j.v >nN where N is the neutral

atom number density. These authors neglect the variation of

n, and then this expression can be rewritten as Nc/X- with

notations already introduced. From the equation of continuity

this is equal to d(r#.. )/rdr where ty^ is the radial ion flow.

By multiplying the equation with r and integrating from 0 to

R we get ty. =ReN/2X-, where T? is the atom number density

averaged over the tube cross-section. We define an atom num-

ber density N by ty =NcA and express N and H as pressures p



and p at 295 K. Then the equation can be rewritten as

•iw/*w = 2(pR/pR)-(K/Xi).

Now we make use of the Stangeby and Allen postulate which

states that current limitation will occur when the ionization

has reduced pR to 0.11 mTorrcm. This finally gives #£w^^w =

(0.22/pR)-(R/Xi) with pR in mTorrcnt. Now the theoretical

value of R/X- for a certain pR can be determined easily

from the intersection of the curve in Figure 3 and a straight

line through the origin of coordinates with the slope 0.22/pR.

The result is shown in Figure *•. For the highest pR-value

the experiments give R/X.,- «. 0.1 whereas the Stangeby and

Allen model gives R/X^Ä 5. This obviously implies a fully

ionized plasma core surrounded by a thin layer of partially

ionized plasma. It can be shown that the plasma slab theories

by Caruso and Cavaliére (8), Valentini (9), (10), and

Tsendin (11) yield the same result as the Stangeby and Allen

model.

CONCLUSIONS

The physical processes observed in this paper occurs in a

weakly ionized plasma and have no connection with theories

implying that an axially homogeneous and stationary plasma

column can exist with a fully ionized core (Allen and Thone-

mann (6), Allen et al. (7), Stangeby and Allen (5), Caruso

and Cavaliere (S), Valentini (9), (10), Tsendin (ID).

New theories are required to explain phenomena in the posi-

tive column at high current densities.
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